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Year 6 girl: "It [PAW] was very
good - everyone could get
involved in their own way. It
didn't matter if you're shy or
loud, it felt like we had a
say."
 

Year 6 boy: "It was fun but it
was moving - it made me
feel like we can all do
something to protect the
world we live in."

Teacher: “It was lovely to see
so much positivity poured
into the children’s thinking
about climate change!”

What people are
saying about us:Planet & People CIC

Planet & People (CIC) was founded by a teacher and ecologist team. We
seek to engage children in environmental issues, working to inspire change,
to encourage a lighter ecological impact and have a positive influence on
the change-makers of the future.  We are passionate about positivity,
resilience, confidence, love for the natural world, schools as beacons of
change and encouraging a desire to protect the Earth.

Our work is predominantly through Planet Action Workshops which
empower the next generation to create a better future for planet and
people. We plan to adapt our Planet Action Kit into a Planet Action Club
online to reduce waste and increase impact. We also work through
collaborations with similar groups such as Network for Environmental
Education, Devon (NEED) and UK Schools Sustainability Network (UKSSN).

Planet &People CIC
www.planetandpeople.co.uk

The big change for us this year has been moving from delivering Planet 
Action Workshops to small groups to being able to deliver in schools to
much larger audiences as COVID restrictions eased. We have built on the
material we have developed for our Planet Action Kits to create workshops
which empower and inspire young people to use their voice for the planet
('Speak Up') and inspire hope through rewilding and restoration stories as a 
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fuel to action ('Hope'). We have celebrated the environmental achievements of the year ('This Year On Earth')
and we have designed a sustainability support service through our 'Environmental Health Check'. Our most
recent workshop theme is 'Planet Minded' which helps young people develop tools and skills for mental
wellbeing through time spent in nature.

The generosity of our supporters has enabled us to scale our business this year and offer all of our services
on a fully funded basis. We have set up the Planet Action Fund, a ring-fenced fund to extend our reach and
support other environmental and social projects. 
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